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Take a long look at this beautiful countryside.  Its fate will be decided over the next weeks. 

 

Tandridge District Council plans to concrete over it - a thousand acres of supposedly-protected pristine Green 

Belt at South Godstone. 

 

It wants to turn this lovely landscape into a new town of 4,000 houses, the size of Oxted, which it spins as a 

“garden community”. 

 

And for no good reason.  We do need new homes in Tandridge, but the Council's own figures show that all those 

it plans could be accommodated in existing built up areas without even touching the Green Belt. 

 

The Tandridge Lane Action Group (TLAG) has been fighting these plans for the last two years.  We have 

commissioned reports from experts, submitted our case to both local and national government, raised awareness 

of the threat and have hired planning consultants and lawyers to help us make as strong a case as possible. (We 

lay out the position in more detail on the following pages). 

 

Now the crunch point has come – on 8th October 2019 a Government-appointed inspector will start to examine 

the Council's plans and the arguments against them and he will either approve or reject the Plan. 

 

TLAG needs your support.  Over the last two years local people have made it possible for us to fight for the Green 

Belt by generously donating tens of thousands of pounds.  We have spent the money extremely carefully.  But we 

now need another £7,500 to pay for this last, crucial stage of the battle.  

 

Can you help us?  If so, please email us at admin@TLAG.org for information on how you can make a much needed 

donation.  Thank you. 
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Where do things stand with the ‘Garden Village’ and what are the next steps?   
 
Tandridge District Council (TDC) have prepared a Local Plan (the Plan), which includes building a new town of 

4,000 homes (the size of Oxted) over a thousand acres of supposedly-protected Green Belt land surrounding the 

village of South Godstone.   

 

TDC submitted the Plan in early January 2019 and an Inspector, Mr Philip Lewis, was promptly appointed to 

scrutinise it. Over the last months he has been examining submissions by TDC, TLAG and many other interested 

parties and this will all come to a head very soon.  Starting on October 8th, he will hold an ‘Examination in Public’ 

(EiP) at the council offices in Oxted: the public are welcome to attend.  He alone will decide on the validity (or 

‘soundness’) of the Plan and whether or not the Garden Village, which will also include pitches for gypsies and 

travellers, will get the go ahead. 

 

The Plan sets out the housing and development strategy for the whole of Tandridge for the period 2013-2033.  

There is, of course, a national shortage of homes and local authorities are these days required to produce a Local 

Plan based on meeting ambitious housing targets.   
 
TDC was originally presented with a target of building a total of 9,400 dwellings between 2013 and 2033.  

Objectors argued that this figure was far too high, especially as 94 per cent the district is in the Green Belt, the 

highest proportion of anywhere in the country.  The Council agreed and set the target at just over 6,000 homes, a 

substantial reduction, but still not as great a one as some objectors have demanded. But the final figure will be 

decided by the Inspector and he may very well put the target up again. 

 
Whatever the figure, TLAG totally disagrees with how TDC plans to distribute the new houses in its ‘spatial 

strategy’.  It acknowledges that houses do need to be built, based on local need, but we strongly disagree with the 

Council's plans for a garden Village.  TDCs own figures shows that all the homes it wants could be    

accommodated in existing towns and villages, without touching the Green Belt, and that is of course where they 

should go. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The process of deciding on a Garden Village was both biased and flawed.  Between 2015 & 2018 TDC ran three 

public consultations to determine its strategy for new housing.  In all of them the people of the district 

overwhelmingly opposed its plans, but it completely ignored this feedback every time.  Its decision to pursue a 

Garden Village did not follow Government Guidelines and was clearly politically motivated, as has been openly 

admitted by councillors in the Council chamber.  

 

 TDC's Chief Executive, Louise Round, has just abruptly and unexpectedly resigned, meaning that all four of the 

original main architects of the Local Plan strategy have now disappeared. Cllr Martin Fisher, the Council's Leader 

and Cllr Peter Bond, the Chair of its Planning Policy Committee, were convincingly voted out in the 2019 and 

2018 elections respectively, whilst Piers Mason, the TDC Director of Place, appears to have been side-lined. 
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Among the points TLAG will make at the imminent EiP are: 

 

• There is no need for a Garden Village.  TDC have refused to maximise development in urban areas, 

increase building densities and fully utilise brownfield sites, all as required by Government policy, as it 

has pushed its pre-determined vision forward. 

• All evidence shows that the Garden Village, besides being unnecessary, will become a huge and 

unsustainable dormitory town, providing houses, not for local people, but for those coming into the 

district.   

• The Council have tried to justify South Godstone as a sustainable location on the back of the railway 

station on the Redhill-Tonbridge line, and its leaders have been adamant that, without clear proofs of 

upgrades to the service, they would not support the Garden Village.  A local resident, with extensive 

National Rail management experience, has produced a very comprehensive and damning paper showing 

that such upgrades will not take place, but the council has not changed its position. 

• The Garden Village cannot be sustainable unless it provides plenty of jobs.   And yet TDC’s own 

documents show few will be created. It originally claimed that there would be many high earning office 

jobs, but then dropped the idea - without coming up with an alternative - when TLAG supplied evidence 

last year to show that building offices would be completely unviable at South Godstone. 

• TDC have failed to produce accurate costings for the Garden Village or a credible viability assessment. At 

one stage, for example, it said that necessary work to upgrade Junction 6 of the M25 would cost 

£200million. They later revised this to just £20million with the proviso that it may well be a lot higher as 

they hadn’t undertaken a full assessment!  

• Planning law requires that land can only be removed from the Green Belt in 'exceptional circumstances’. 

TDC has not even made a case that these exist for removing the 1000 acres it wants for the South 

Godstone Garden Village.  

• There are many other arguments against the scheme, including flood risk, and the impacts on landscape, 

heritage assets, ecology and wildlife - as well as the need to ensure low carbon development.  The council 

would also, controversially, have to compulsorily purchase some of the land in order to deliver their 

scheme.   

 

We have made all these, and other points, in our detailed representations to consultations, which – with other  

evidence that we intend to put before the Inspector - are on our website at www.tlag.org.uk. 

 

 
 

Some people, even Councillors, have accepted our arguments but have then asked where we would build the 

houses instead.  It is not for TLAG to decide precisely where development should go, but it is only right to expect 
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TDC to deliver a Plan that abides by the rulebook and which does not unfairly pre-determine the destruction of 

pristine green belt land as has happened here.   

 
The most sustainable, most deliverable and fairest strategy is to build in and around existing urban areas and, 

particularly at the perimeter of the district where most jobs and infrastructure exist.  It makes absolute sense to 

build homes closer to the larger settlements where people can walk to work or the station, where there are shops 

and amenities close by and where the variety of locations would provide diversity and choice for people to live - 

especially as these could take all the dwellings needed. 

 

We intend to mount a robust assault on this very flawed Plan at the forthcoming EiP.  Many parties, including 

TDC, will be represented by high-powered, expensive barristers and QCs.  We cannot afford them, but we are 

hoping to employ an excellent, and inexpensive, Town Planning specialist to advise us on our approach and 

present our arguments in the way they will have most impact.   

 
So far we have managed to fund our efforts (at a cost of over £60,000 to date) thanks to very kind and generous 

donations from many concerned local residents, but we desperately need more funds to make this last push.  We 

estimate that the cost for us to effectively present our case at the EiP will be c. £7,500. 
 
We believe that we have a good chance of defeating the Plan and preventing the mass destruction of beautiful 

Green Belt countryside.  If we don't, and the Garden Village goes ahead, it will have a huge impact on all of us 

living locally for decades to come, through traffic congestion, pollution, falling house prices and loss of amenity, 

wildlife etc.  

 

If you feel you are able to contribute in any way financially to enable us to complete our fight we would be 

enormously grateful.  Please contact us on admin@tlag.org.uk if you can help with a contribution, however 

large or small, or in any other way.   

 

Finally, please do also take 2 minutes to watch the short video that can be found on the link below – it will 

hopefully show why we simply must defeat these terrible proposals and why we need your support. 

 
https://vimeo.com/359809975 

 

 

 


